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MOSCOW: Russian President Vladimir Putin’s new prime minister
promised “real changes” yesterday as he was approved by law-
makers after the Kremlin announced sweeping reform plans. The
lower house State Duma voted overwhelmingly to approve
Mikhail Mishustin as premier, less than 24 hours after Russia’s po-
litical order was shaken by Putin’s announcement of constitutional
reforms and the resignation of the government.

No MPs voted against his candidacy, although Communist
lawmakers abstained. Speaking before his approval, Mishustin
called on parliament to work with him to urgently enact Putin’s
programme.

“People should already now be feeling real changes for the
better,” Mishustin said. The naming of a new premier was one in
a series of bombshell announcements that rocked Russia on
Wednesday, when Putin said constitutional reform would change
the country’s balance of power and his longtime prime minister
Dmitry Medvedev resigned along with the cabinet.

Putin’s current term as president ends in 2024 and observers
say the 67-year-old could be laying the groundwork to assume a
new position or remain in a powerful behind-the-scenes role.
Mishustin said his priority would be to “increase citizens’ real in-
comes” but also said the government must “restore trust” with the
business community and drive innovation, echoing the state-of-
the-nation speech on Wednesday when Putin announced the re-
forms. Mishustin assured lawmakers that Russia can afford salary
hikes and social payouts announced by Putin, estimating they will
cost about four trillion rubles ($65 billion) over the next four years.

‘Stay number one’ 
In his state of the nation speech, Putin said he wanted more

authority transferred to parliament from the president. He also

called for the power of the State Council, an advisory body, to be
expanded and enshrined in the constitution — adding to conjec-
ture that Putin could take it over after 2024 to preserve power.

Outlining the proposals, which would be the first significant
changes to the country’s constitution since it was adopted in 1993,
Putin said there was a “demand for change” among Russians. 

While his nominee Mishustin was speaking in parliament, Putin
met his newly formed working group for amending the constitu-
tion. Putin said the amendments “would have no effect on the
foundations of the constitution” but would make authorities “more
effective” and ensure Russia’s development.

He said Russia would remain a presidential republic following
the reforms, but it would be parliament not the president who
would be picking the government. A list of more than 70 names
joining the group published by the Kremlin includes conservative
public figures as well as celebrities like actor Vladimir Mashkov
and pianist Denis Matsuev. Medvedev, prime minister since 2012,
announced the resignation of his government soon after Putin’s
speech on Wednesday, explaining the move as necessary to re-
move all constraints from Putin’s reform drive. Independent po-
litical analyst Maria Lipman said the announcements indicated
that Putin wanted to “stay on as number one in the country, with-
out any competitors”. She said he could be deliberately weaken-
ing the presidency before relinquishing the role. Russia’s
opposition also said the proposals indicate Putin’s desire to stay
in power.  Opposition leader Alexei Navalny said on Twitter that
Putin’s only goal was to “remain the sole leader for life”.

‘Faceless functionary’ 
Mishustin will have a week to propose a new government and

ministers. The former head of an investment group who trained

as an engineer, Mishustin has a PhD in economics and has led
Russia’s Federal Tax Service since 2010. He shares Putin’s love
for hockey and has been seen at matches with security services
officials. Former opposition lawmaker Gennadiy Gudkov called
Mishustin “a new faceless functionary without ambition” who
embodies a system that is “detrimental for the economy”.
Medvedev — who also served as Russian president for four
years from 2008 — is expected to stay close to the Russian
leader in his new role as deputy head of the Security Council,
which Putin chairs. — AFP
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Millennials fear 
nuclear attack 
in next decade
GENEVA: More than half of millennials
fear there will be a nuclear attack some-
where in the world within the next
decade, according to a survey by the Red
Cross released yesterday. Some 47 per-
cent of respondents to the poll of 16,000
young people also believed it was more
likely than not that there would be a third
world war in their lifetime.

“Millennials appear to see cataclysmic
war as a real likelihood in their lifetime,”
Peter Maurer, president of the Geneva-
based International Committee of the Red
Cross, said in a foreword to the report.

Adults aged between 20 and 35 took
part in the survey — both in war-torn
countries such as Afghanistan and Syria
and largely peaceful ones like Britain and
France. The Red Cross used online panels,
face to face interviews and telephone in-
terviews to reach people in 16 countries.

The most striking result came in reply
to the question: “In your opinion, how
likely or unlikely is it that nuclear
weapons will be used in wars or armed
conflicts anywhere in the world within
the next 10 years?”

Some 54 percent said they felt it was

likely such weapons would be used. The
ICRC said the survey also revealed some
“worrying trends”, such as the answers
they received to the question: “In your
opinion, is torturing captured enemy
combatants acceptable under some cir-
cumstances, or is it never acceptable?”  

Some 41 percent said they would sup-
port torture in some circumstances. And
just 54 percent had heard of the Geneva
Conventions, agreed in 1949 to protect
prisoners of war and civilians in war time
in response to the horrors of the Second
World War.

Maurer said the results also revealed
“a worrying acceptance of dehumanising
language or actions towards perceived
or real ‘enemies’ that is prevailing in an
era of fake news, disinformation and po-
larised viewpoints”.

But there was some optimism, such as
the 60 percent of Syrians polled who said
they believed the current civil conflict
would end within the next five years. Syr-
ians also had the highest support among
respondents for showing humanity in war,
with 85 percent saying captured combat-
ants should be allowed to contact rela-
tives and 70 percent saying torture was
never acceptable.

The highest support for torture of
captured enemy combatants was in Is-
rael, Nigeria and the United States. The
Red Cross is a humanitarian institution
established in 1863 with a mandate to
protect the victims of conflict. — AFP

MOSCOW: Mikhail Mishustin, President Vladimir Putin’s nominee for
the post of prime minister, speaks to lawmakers during a session of
the State Duma lower parliament in Moscow yesterday. — AFP

Germany looks 
to step up coal 
exit timetable
FRANKFURT: Germany could end electricity gen-
eration from coal in 2035, three years earlier than
planned, under a pact sealed yesterday as Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s government faces growing pressure
to take climate action.

Merkel and premiers from Saxony-Anhalt, Sax-
ony, North Rhine-Westphalia and Brandenburg
agreed overnight a “shutdown plan” for the coun-
try’s power plants using the highly polluting fossil
fuel, her spokesman Steffen Seibert said in a state-
ment. Until now, Berlin had named 2038 as the latest
possible date to power down the final coal-fired
generators. Under the new plan, reviews in 2026 and
2029 will examine “whether the moment to shut
down the plants can be brought forward by three
years,” Seibert said.

“Germany is taking big steps on its way out of the
fossil fuel age,” finance minister Olaf Scholz told re-
porters in Berlin. For plants set to fall off the grid in
the 2020s alone, the government will compensate
operators to the tune of 4.35 billion euros ($4.9 bil-
lion), Scholz said. The payouts “will be spread out
over the 15 years following the shutdown” and rep-
resent an “affordable and in my view good result,”
Scholz added.

Meanwhile the deal would also spare the Ham-
bach forest, an ancient wood in western Germany
threatened by the expansion of a vast open-pit
brown coal mine that became the focus of mass
protests by environmentalists.

But yesterday’s deal did not go far enough for
protest group Ende Gelaende, which organised many
of the “Hambi stays” demonstrations. “Exiting coal is
not a technical challenge, but a question of political
will... 2035 is much too late!” the group tweeted.

Costly exit 
Ministers now plan to propose a draft law on the

exit from coal “in January” and pass it “in the first half
of 2020”. Germany is under pressure to clarify how
it plans to accelerate its “energy transition” away
from fossil fuels and towards renewables, with a tar-
get to generate 65 percent from carbon-neutral
sources by 2030.

Over the same period, Berlin aims to reduce out-
put of greenhouse gases by 55 percent compared
with 1990’s levels — a goal agreed last year under
pressure from demonstrators like the worldwide “Fri-
days for Future” movement.

But the task has been complicated by Merkel’s
decision to end nuclear power generation by 2022,
leaving coal as the main backstop to renewables dur-
ing the transition period.

The dirty fuel currently powers around one-third
of the country’s electricity. “We are the first country
to make a binding decision to quit nuclear and coal,”
environment minister Svenja Schulze said Thursday.
“We need a massive build-up of wind and solar en-
ergy so that the exit is a real success.”

On top of climate and energy supply challenges,
Germany must also wrestle with the social conse-
quences for coal-producing regions of dropping
the fuel. Much brown coal production in particular
is concentrated in economically weak regions in the
former communist east and in de-industrialising
areas of the west. An “adjustment fund” for workers
in black and brown coal plants and brown coal
mines is planned to compensate them until 2043,
Seibert said. — AFP


